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Texture analyzers have been used for many years to test physical properties of food,

cosmetics, and other consumer products. See Figure 1. Most texture analyzers operate 

primarily in compression mode for this type of testing. Tension testing is often over

looked but can also be quite valuable for consumer products. In particular, testing the 

seal integrity of the packaging material itself is seldom done, but can often provide very 

insightful information. 

Samples are prepared by cutting the packaging so that the seal is 

in the center of the test piece. Figure 2 shows a CT3 Texture 

Figure 1: Brookfield CT3 Texture Analyzer with a strip of packaging from a snack bar

Analyzer w/extrusion cell clamped between two grips. The seal from the 

package can be seen midway between the grips. 

The test consists of pulling the grips slowly apart a distance sufficient to com

pletely separate the seal. Graph 1 shows the results for pulling apart two suc

cessive packaging seals. Data is to be recorded as soon as soon as a small 

tension load is exerted on the package. As the grips move farther apart, the load 

builds until the adhesive seal closure begins separating. Graph 1 shows a 

Figure 2: Brookfield CT3 Texture 
Analyzer Testing 
Packaging Seal 
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fairly even load as the adhesive seal opens over approximately 35 mm of 

grip travel. After the package separates the load drops down almost to 

zero. It often doesn't quite reach zero because small strands of adhesive 

remain between the already-separated packages. 
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Graph 1: Test of Two Good Package Seals 

packaging material. The curve shown 

in black is similar to the two results 

in Graph 1. The seal begins 

peeling apart with a fairly even load of approximately 500 grams. The sec

ond package, shown in red, reveals a rapidly building high force until the 

packaging fails, causing the abrupt loss of load down to zero. The closure 

on this particular seal was stronger than the packaging itself. Packaging like 

this is very difficult to open, and the package finally tears before the seal  

separates. 
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Graph 2: Test Result from Defective 
Seal 

A quick simple test like this can graphically quantify the strength of packag-

ing seals. Such a test is a nice additional benefit of an instrument that is primarily used for testing the contents 

of the package, but, as shown here, can reveal some interesting characteristics of the packaging seal. Opening 

the seal is often the first impression that consumers receive about your products. Isn't it important to make a 

good first impression? 
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